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Transformation from a parametrized family can be combined with kernel density
estimation for im~rovedeffectiveness. Pilot estimators had been uronosed for the aarameter that gives th^e optimal transformation, yet their rates of c&veigence had not been
resolved. In this paper, the rates of convergence are given. An improved estimator is also
proposed which achieves the desirable root-n rate of convergence.
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1. INTRODUCTION
The kernel density estimator (KDE) has been a very useful tool in
estimating probability density function [Scott (1992); Silverman (1986)
and Wand and Jones (1995)l. Let fx be such a function and XI,. . ,X,,
an i.i.d. random sample, the KDE of fx is

whre Kh(u) = h-I~(u/h).The kernel K used here is a symmetrk probability density, h > 0 is the bandwidth. When fx has sharp features,
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such as high skewness or kurtosis, the KDE very often is unable
to capture these features. This is due to the use of a global bandwidth because different amount of smoothing is needed at different
locations. Devroye and Gyo& (1985), Silverman (1986) proposed
to first transform the dataset and then use the KDE. Recent works
in this direction include: Wand, Marron and Ruppert (1991), Park,
Chung and Seog (1992), Ruppert and Wand (1992), Ruppert and
Cline (1994). Algorithms had been developed by Wand, Marron and
Ruppert (1991), Ruppert and Wand (1992), the dissertation of Yang
(1995) and Yang and Marron (1997).
Wand, Marron and Ruppert (1991) proposed selection of a transformation from a parametric family {gx),where X f A, a compact interval.
Each gx is a strictly increasing transformation well-defined on S ( fx),
the support of fx, and each transforms the density fx to a new density

From this family {fy(y,
of densities, we would select the one
easiest to estimate with a global bandwidth. We need a functional G(.)
of density functions that measures the difficulty of estimation with a
global bandwidth. It should be scale-invariant since every density remains as easy to estimate under rescaling. Two such functionals were
considered in Wand and Devroye (1993), each measures how well the
kernel estimator converges to the true density in the L' and L' norms
respectively. For convenience of obtaining asymptotic results and
implementing the algorithm, we use the functional for theor^ or^,
which is G(fx) = a(fx)(R(fg)) ' I 5 , where a(fx)2 is the variance of
the distribution whose density is fx, and R ($) = J ($)' for any func.
can verify that GCfx) is invariant under rescaling.
tion 1C, E L ~ ( R )One
Small G( fx) entails a large scale free optimal bandwidth h,, which re[Jones, Marron and
sults in small L' error for estimating fx with
Sheather (1992)], i.e., easier estimation. Geometrically speaking, G( fx)
is a global measure of the curvature of the density, and less curvature
makes estimation easier.
Our transformation-kernel density estimation (TKDE) method attempts to reduce G(.) as much as possible by transforming fx. For simplicity of notation, the {gx}xEnare scaled so that Yi= gx(Xi) has the
same variance as Xi, i = 1,2,. . . ,n, V X E A. The variables Y , ,. . . ,Y,

yx
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are i.i.d. and each has the same density function fy given in (1.2:).The
following target function of X E A is to be minimized

But because a( fy (., A)) z a( fx), V X E A, we use the following modified
function instead

Suppose that L(X) is minimized at Xo. If & is known, we can construct
the kernel density estimate of f y ( . , XO)
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and the following estimate of fx

where we use the notation cp to denote the Gaussian kernel, i.e.,
~ ( u=) ( 1 / d % ) e - U 2 / 2 , ( P h=( ~h-lp(u/h)
)
and h, is the optimal bandwidth. The theoretical value Xo, however, is unknown because its definition involves the unknown density fx. So we use & the minimizer of
2 ( ~=)J[f^'f.(y,
b , X)']dy as an estimator of Xo, in which

and &)(u) = b-(k+I ) ~ ( ~ ) ( u /Here
b ) . b is a pilot bandwidth used solely
for not to be confused with the bandwidth h,.
Because A is compact and E ( X ) is continuous in A, X^ clearly exists
to be
under assumptions A1-A4 given below. We do not need
unique. The assumptions are:

X?

0

0

Al: that Xo is the unique value that minimizes L(X);
A2: that L(X) is locally convex at Xo, i.e., Y E > 0,3 D ( E )> 0 , such
that for X E A, L(X) - L(Xo) > D ( E )when IX - Xol > E ;
A3: that gx is jointly COO for x E S( fx) and X E A;

450
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A4: that fyeS(R), the space of rapidly decreasing functions, for
every X E A. This means that fy is e" and that for any k = 1,2,3, . . .
and 1 = O,1,2,3,. . . , limlyl+, lYlkf $(y) = 0.
The uniqueness of Xo as minimizing point of the target function entails that the asymptotic theory is well-defined. When there are several
minimizers, let Xo be the smallest of all the X values that minimize
L(X) and change AM to any number between Xo and the next smallest
minimizer, then Xo is the unique minimizer of L(X) in the new shrunken interval A = [0, AM]. The local convexity condition A2 is met, for
example, when LN(Xo)> 0, which holds for most useful families of
transformations. We could also weaken the assumptions A3 and A4,
e.g., all functions need to be only 4-th order smooth (E c ~ ( R ) )The
. term
"rapidly decreasing" is from the theory of generalized functions, it
means that the function, together with all of its derivatives, converge to
zero at infinity with a rate faster than any rational function. Exponential and normal mixture densities are rapidly decreasing. It is possible
to relax the condition that fy be rapidly decreasing: one only needs
limiyl,, lYlkf !)(y) = 0 for I = 0,1,2,3,4. To highlight new ideas, however, we have not striven for generality.
This paper addresses the estimation of Xo by X^ and other proposed
estimators. Section 2 contains the basic asymptotic results on which
are crucial for the Wand-Marron-Ruppert (WMR) transformation approach. Although the WMR method (by using X^ in place of Xo) had
been known for its good practical performance, the first theoretical
result that it works is only given here. Also provided in Section 2 is an
improved version of X^ which achieves the surprisingly good fi rate
of convergence, much superior to the slow convergence rate of the
WMR estimator X? This section concludes with a discussion of what
these asymptotics mean in some simulation settings. Section 3 extends
the theory to vector parameter case. Such extension is important as
it makes possible the application of transformations from richer and
more flexible families. Proofs of the main results are given in Section 4.

X?

2. ASYMPTOTICS AND AN IMPROVED ESTIMATOR
In this section we study the estimation of Xo under the assumptions
A1 -A4 of Section 1.
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n-6]for some 5 E (0,116) and k t the
THEOREM
1 Let Bh = [n(-1+6)/5,
pilot bandwidth used in dejining be b E BL, then X^ estimates & consistently, i.e.,

x

A

sup IX - Xol

-+

0 a.s. as n

b€B:

-

oo.

Moreover, if Xo E interior of A, then for n large enough,
A also and therefore Z1(g= 0.
h

(2.1)

XE interior of

-

Now assume that Xo E interior of A, then L'(X) = 0 gives

where [ is a value between & and X? We study the limiting distributions of Z 1 ( X o ) and 2 "([) respectively to decide that of (X^ - Ao).
The following is the main result on the limiting distribution of

XI:

THEOREM
2 Suppose that Xo E interior of A, b E Bh = [n(-1+6)l'',
for some 6E (0,116). Under the assumptions A1 - A4, and as n -i oo,

in which the bias term is the following

with coefficient

and where the variance term Z satisjies

for some functional

02(
fx).
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The estimator & therefore, has bias term of order 0(b2) and a
variance term of order (l/J-),
its rate of convergence much
slower than the usually expected rate of ( l l f i ) . To obtain an estirate, we use a pilot bandwidth bV that makes
mator with the (I/&
the variance of X^ of order O(l/n), which is done by requiring that
(llnb;) = O(1) as n -.m, or b V e[n(-1f6)19,n-6] for some 6 E (0,1/10).
This bV gives a bias converging very slowly (at the rate of about
b2 ~ n - ( ~ / ~but
) ) ,a variance that is of order (lln). This feature frees
one from having to increase the convergence rates for both the bias
and the variance terms at the same time, one only needs to correct the
bias term in Next we describe how the convergence rate of can be
improved in two steps. Throughout the rest of this section, the pilot
bandwidth bvis used and abbreviated simply as b.
Note that Eq. (2.2) can be written as

Xc

X?

<

X^

where is in between and Ao, and
sistency of X^. Thus asymptotically

< tends to A.

because of the con-

where Ef(Ao) has a bias term of the form [(d/dA)lbs(f !'(y))'&]
b2 + 0(b4) which gives X^ a bias term of the form ((d/dA)I,,
~ (f )(y))2&)
f
( L " ( A ~ ) ) -+2(b4)
'~
as in Theorem 2. This suggests
modifying the pilot estimator L(X) to

This modification, however, makes use of the unknown A. and the
unknown density fYIb, etc., which need to be replaced by their pilot
estimates. Hence we modify the pilot estimate of L(A) by introducing
the following:
C

A

2, (A) = 2(A) - Acl (fx,X)b2,

(2.4)
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where the coefficient

x.

is evaluated at X = Let $ be the minimizer of &(A),it has 'better
convergence rate than X? But because the modification of L(x) to 21(A)
was made using pilot estimates, the bias term of is still not of order
(l/Jt;), it actually is of order b4 x n-(4/9).Hence we introduce yet another modification:

Downloaded By: [Yang, Lijian] At: 20:03 9 January 2009

where

respectively. Let

x2

be the minimizer of this 22(X), then we have:

3 Suppose that Xo€ interior of A, b = bv. Under the asTHEOREM
sumptions A 1- A4, and as n -,oo

where o i (fx) is an implicitly defined functional of fx. Thus
desired (I/&) rate of convergence.

X?

hcu the

In summary, an improved version of
which is obtained bly correcting the estimator X^ in two steps, has the fast parametric convershould be viewed
gence rate. This superior asymptotic property of
in the larger context of the estimation problem at hand. An important issue is how strongly the asymptotic lessons apply for reasonable
sample sizes. Simulation showed that the lessons of the asymptotics
did not take effect up to a sample size of 10000. For reaso~nable
sample sizes there is not a significant improvement from A2 over some
data-driven estimators of slower convergence rate. This phenomenon
is expected. it is similar to the performance of a Jti bandwidth

x2

A

454
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selector given in Kim, Park and Marron (1994). Another issue is
that X^2 is not automatic, because the pilot bandwidth bV is only required to be of a certain order. This means a lot of uncertainty if one
wants to develop an algorithm of TKDE using X^2 as estimator of A.
For these considerations, X^2 had not yet been used in simulation work
and applications. At least at this point, 1 2 is of primarily theoretical
interest. It is conceivable, however, that one come up with a suitable
pilot bandwidth bV. In that case, one can take the full advantage of
X^~'S superior rate.
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3. VECTOR PARAMETER CASE
It is worthwhile to extend all the results of the previous section to vector parameter. Such extensions would allow the use of transformation
families with vector parameters that are able to effectively transform
wider variety of density shapes [for example, the Johnson family and
the g-and-h family in MacGillivray (1992), and the shifted power family in Wand Marron and Ruppert (1991)l.
The assumptions need to be modified. The parameter becomes a
vector X E A, a p-dimensional rectangle of the form A, x A2 x . . . x Ap,
where each Aj is a compact interval. Let &, be the minimizer of L(X).
The following are assumed
a

a

All: that Xo is the unique value that minimizes L(X);
A2': that L(X) is locally convex at Xo, i.e., VE > 0,3D(&)> 0, such
that for X E A, L(X) - L(X0) > D(E)when IX - Xol > E . where IX is the p-dimensional Euclidean norm;
A3': that gx is jointly e0 for x E S( fx) and X E A;
A4': that fy E S(R),the space of rapidly decreasing fundtions, for
every X E A. This means that f y is e0 and that for any k = 1,2,3, . . .
and I = 0,1,2,3,..., limiYl,,lYlkf !)(y) = O .

.

a

We make the usual convention that X represents ap-dimensional column vector. We use (d/dX) to represent the gradient operator, therefore, if F is a function of A, then
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Similarly, we use
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(a2/aX2)to represent the Hessian operator, i.e.,

Theorems 1 and 2 may be extended to

PROPOSITION
3.1 Let B :, = [n(-1+6)/5,
n-6] for some S f (O,l/ti:~and
let X^ be the minimizer of E(x) in A using b E B ; , then X^ estimates Xo
consistently, i.e., supbEBb
lX - XOI -+ 0 a.s.
A

PROPOSITION
3.2 Suppose that Xo E interior of A, b E B ; = [n(-lf6)l5,
for some 6E (0,116). Under the assumptions A1' - A4', as n r x
--+
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A

X = Xo

+ Bias(n,b ) f Z

in which the bias term is the following
Bias(n,b ) = C (fx)b2

+0(b4)

with coefficient

and where the variance term Z satisjies

for some p x p functional matrix C( f x )
Now let 1denote the estimator with b
L(X) is modified as

= bv,

the pilot estirruite of

L. YANG
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where the coefficient

-~(f^p)(~,

is the gradient vector of
b))2dywith respect to X evaluated at X = and X . el(fx, A) is the inner product of the two p-dimensional vectors. Let & be the minimizer of 21 (A),then we introduce yet
another modification:

X?

A

A
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where

respectively. Let
extended to

X^2 be

the minimizer of this 2 2 ( X ) . Theorem 3 may be

PROPOSITION
3.3 Suppose that & E interior of A, b = bV. Under the
assumptions A1'- A4', and as n + oo:
- A,) -,N(0, Co(fx))

where go( fx) is an implicitly defined matrix functional of fx

4. PROOFS

This section contains the proof of Theorems 1, 2, and 3. To prove
consistency of & our method is through the Borel-Cantelli Lemma for
IX^- &I, similar to Hiirdle and Marron (1990).We assume in this section
that b E B = [n(-'+*)/',n-*I for some S E (0,1/6),hence nb5+ oo. The
proof of the following lemma is found on page 136 of Yang (1995).
LEMMA4.1 For all E > 0,ELl P[sup sup @(A) - L(X)I > E ] < oo
XEA~EB:,

ROOT-n CONVERGENT DENSITY ESTIMATION

Proof of Theorem 1 For all
at An:

E
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> 0, we see from local convexity of L

Now notice that E ( A ~-) E(i) 2 0 because
therefore:

2

is minimized at

i,

because of Lemma 4.1. Now Borel-Cantelli lemma show!; the
consistency.
Q. E.D.
A series of auxiliary lemmas are developed on the limiting
where
distributions of statistics of the form (dl/dA1)lx~(f^f)(y))*c&,
k = 2,3,4 and 1 = 1,2. The case I = 0 was studied in Hall and Marron
(1987), Jones and Sheather (1991). Our method here is simi1a.r but
more terms will be involved by taking derivatives with respect to A.
As an illustration of how these statistics are analyzed, we begin with
k = 2 and 1 = 1, the statistics is

where

L.YANG
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Then rewrite Z1(X) as

where

The terms Cb, 2
lyzed one by one.
LEMMA4.2

EklGj,2 C < i
1

<j<n

Hn(Xi,T),and R, are now ana-

We have the following asymptotic expressions
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ti(y)

where the derivatives f
= (@
')f ( y,I
b%
, A), f
= ((d/dA)
(@/by k ) f ( Yb, , A)),k = 0 , 1 , 2 , 3 , . . .etc., are all evaluated at A = .A, and
the remainder coeficients have the following uniform square integrability
property:

for everyjixed k = 0 , 1 , 2 , 3 , . . . .
In particular, we have

where

hence C i s bias is of order b2.
Proof By definition

Repeating integration by parts (k + 2) times and using the substitution
z = y - bu, one can immediately get

L. YANG
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which is (4.6). Now notice that bn( y) = (d/dA)lAan(y), hence
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Then this leads to (4.7) just the same way (4.11 ) leads to (4.6).
The inequality (4.8) follows by examining the regularity assumptions A3-A4 in Section 1. Now using Cb = J2an(b,y)bn(b,y)dy and
plugging in what had been got for an(b,y ) and b,(b, y)

the uniform square integrability property in (4.8) and the above exQ.E.D.
pression of Cb immediately yields (4.9).

LEMMA
4.3 For the linear terms 2,;s

where a : is the variance of ( d / d A )f t ) ( Y )

Hence, &(2

xi"=, N ( O ,4 a : ) , as n
2,,)-f:

-+oo.

46 1
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Proof By the definition of Znj

Integrating by parts

Using substitution y = Y + bu

2

+ bi2)( b ,Y + bu)p(u)] d u ) - c :,
Now apply (4.6), (4.7) and (4.8)
n 2 E z i 1= E{

/

p(u) [f [!(Y

Then apply Taylor expansions

as n 4 oo because of (4.9).

+ bu) +f F ) ( Y+ b

dgr
~ (4
) ~

2

/

j

h

)

462
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Similarly

Apply Taylor expansion and use (4.8)

We then only need to note that the Znis are i.i.d. for each n and that
EZnj = 0,therefore (4.12) and array type central limit theorem [Hardle
&) .
and Marron (199O)] give the asymptotic result about f i ( 2 &
Q.E.D.

PROPOSITION
4.1 For thequadratic term U n = C I < ~ < ~ ~ ~ H , ( X ~ , X ~ )

where a2(fx,gA) is implicitly de$ned and depends only on fx and gx.
Proof According to Hall (1984), Un is a degenerate U-statistic. Therefore we have

ROOT-n CONVERGENT DENSITY ESTIMATION
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Now rewrite the definition of Hn(Xl,X2) as
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Since we have had information about the linear and constant terms,
now we calculate the cross terms. By definition

Which is, by definition, the following convolution

Then by the convolution formula for normal densities found in
Aldershof, Marron, Park and Wand (1990)

Similar result holds if we switch the roles of XI and X2 in the above
calculation. Therefore
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Now (1/2)n2(n- l)E{Hn(X1,x2)12is of the same order as (1/2n)
E{n2Hn(x1,x2)12,or ( 1 /2n)E{n2Hn(x1,x2)12and

, Z ~=
, 0 and also
Note that the Zn:s are i.i.d. with EZ;, = 0 ( l / n 2 ) E
note that Cb = 2 ' : ( y ) f ; . A ( y ) d y 0 ( b 2 ) ,thus

Sf

+

The first term in (4.17) can be calculated as:

+

Applying the substitution: y2 - y1 = d b u , Y Z yl = v

Downloaded By: [Yang, Lijian] At: 20:03 9 January 2009
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Applying again Taylor expansions

The second term in (4.17) is

where we introduced the function x(.) as such

The third term in (4.17) is similarly treated:

mz

d5)(u)

1

b

b.b
dudv cc -0c-.
nb6

1
nb4

465
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Thus we have shown that the second and third terms in (4.17) go to
zero at rate l/nb4 (because nb5 -t w), while the first term is of order
l/nb9.
Q.E.D.

LEMMA4.4 For the remainder term

P
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Hence JRn 1 0 , and of course also JR,, i 0 .
Proof Because Xis are i.i.d. and using Schwarz inequality, the inequality part of (4.18) is obvious. The last part of (4.18) is worked out
as

PROPOSITION
4.2 We have

uniformly for X E A, b E B,, = [n(-'+6)'5,n-6], where

Downloaded By: [Yang, Lijian] At: 20:03 9 January 2009
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is defined in (4.9) and where a: = a;(fx7A) is implicitly defined and
depends only on fx and A.
Proof This follows immediately from all the previous Lemmas and
also the fact that

where the terms Clli<jln
Hn(Xi,4)
and 2 x y = l G,, both being atrymptotically normal of their respective orders of variance, are tmcorrelated, and their joint distribution is asymptotically bivariate notmal,
a fact which can be easily shown through martingale central limit
Q.E.D.
theorem wall (1984)l.
The proof of the next lemma is on page 153 of Yang (1995).

Proof of Theorem 2 This follows immediately by combining Proposition 4.2 and Lemma 4.5. Because we can write as

where

and L1(Xo)= 0 because Xo is the minimizer of L(X) and Xo E interior
of A. Thus

L.YANG

and so

Q.E.D.

This completes the proof of Theorem 2.

To prove Theorem 3, we need to study several other (d7dX1)I,
~ ( f ^ i j ' ) ( ~ statistics.
) ) ~ d y First, we give the result for k = 2 and 1 = 2.
By definition, it is Z t t ( X ) = ( d 2 / d ~ 2 ) Z,1 (=~2Jp;p;,,,
)
@f,,)2] 1,dy.
We note also that Ltt(X)= 2Jpf':ff':,,,
~ f ' : , , ) ~ I,&
]

+
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PROPOSITION
4.3

+

We have

uniformly for X E A, b E Bn= [n(-'+6)'5,n-'1, where

and where a: = a :( fx, A) is implicitly defined and depends only on fx
and A.
Proof This is essentially the same as Proposition 4.2, the only difference being the order which is caused by an increase of the order of
derivatives. Specifically, in this case, the

where the 6-th derivative term is being controlled by a term that gives
out b2, rendering it no less controlled than a 5 t h order derivative with

ROOT-n CONVERGENT DENSITY ESTIMATION

a term that gives out an b. Similarly

because

and
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Q. E.D.
From this point on, we have to assume that b E [d-'+@I9,n-"'1 for
some 6E (0,1/10), in other words, b = bV, the special bandwidth used
for deriving the improved estimator X^2. The next two propositions deal
withthecaseofk=3or4,1= 1 a n d k = 3 o r 4 , 1 = 2 .

PROPOSITION
4.4 The asymptotic variance of

is given by

uniformly for X E A, b G [n(-1+6)/9,n-&]; similarly the following is true

ungormly for X E A, b E [n(-'+@I9, n-&], where c3&, A) is similarly defined as
c3(fx, X) = -const. x
and so is with c4(fx, A),

d

dA

1 J(

ff)(Y))2dy

A
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Proof Similar to Proposition 4.1 before, note the variance that comes
from the cross terms in those bilinear sums are, for example, in the
case of cl (yx, A) of the form:

therefore, a change of variables done in the same way as in the proof
of Proposition 4.1 shows that this is of the order (l/n2bI3). Consider
also the case of 4 (yx, A). Here the term is of the form:

which by the same technique as used above is easily seen to be of the
Q.E.D.
order (l/n2b13)as well, etc.
The proof of the next proposition is similar.
PROPOSITION
4.5 The derivatives of cl (yx, A), i.e.,

has the following asymptotic variance

uniformly for A E A, b E [n(-1+6)i9,n-6]; the derivatives of c2(7x, A) has
the following asymptotic variance

uniformly for X E A, b E [n(-1+6)'9,n-6].
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To prove Theorem 1, we need one last lemma,
LEMMA
4.6

where

The asymptotics for cl

is some point between

Consequently,

(yx,

X^ and Xo. Furthermore,

is an improved version of
fi(x^l

- -0

is

:
d),

- Bias1 (n,b ) ) -,N ( O ,

where
Biasl (n,b ) = 0 ( b 4 ) .
Proof

Apply mean value theorem to the first term, we have

apply the asymptotics of Proposition 4.4, we see that the first term is

< ) ( I -Xo)b2

c', ( f x ,

plus a term of order
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because (X^- X o ) is of order b2; similarly, the variance of the second
term is of order

while the bias in the second term is of the form

q. Note that:

These established the asymptotics of c l ( y x ,
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and also that:

Z'l(X) = Z"(X),
we have already proved that:
Bias1 (n,b ) = 0 ( b 4 )
and therefore & is an improvement over

X?

Q.E.D.

Proof of Theorem 3 The proof is essentially the same as in Lemma
4.6. Note only two things in particular:
1. The coefficient of c2(yx,&) is 4 instead of 3, because as we see in
Lemma 4.6, the subtraction of cl(Tx,X^l)b2from Z 1 ( X o ) produces
an extra term c2(fx, X o ) b4;
2. To verify that the variances caused by the introduction of
c2(Tx,&)b4 are of order o(l/n), note that (G - X o ) is of order
0 ( b 4 )and therefore the variance in

is of the order

ROOT-n CONVERGENT DENSITY ESTIMATION

similarly, the variance in the term

is of the order

thus we have proved Theorem 3.
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